Surveillance
Joshua Gray, PI
Phone: (800) 721-7055 Website: JoshuaGrayPI.com Email: JoshGray007@me.com Cell: (423) 269-3402

Experience
NSI Surveillance has a long track record of success in the private sector of the surveillance and investigation
industry. Catching shoplifters, exposing insurance fraud, and uncovering
government corruption are aspects of our 16 years of success. Our long
list of satisfied and repeat customers sets us above the competition.

Confidence
We use all the latest technology and investigation tactics, such as the
most current databases and camouflage techniques. We have the
experience and confidence to take on any surveillance and investigation
assignment.

Determination
NSI Surveillance has thousands of successfully completed cases. We are
committed to get you fair and unbiased results with every assignment.
Our goal is to give you the information needed to make an informed
decision. We are part of your team.
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Assignment Reviews
"Thank you Josh. Somehow you are able to find and film them all. This will be helpful in mitigating
damages. " - Susan
"Thank you, Josh! ...you do a terrific job so I’m pleased to know you are expanding your territory!" - Celine
"Josh, you’re the best thank you!" - Caitlyn
"You do such a great job! " - Tracy
"This is great as always, thank you!" - Caitlyn
"I don't know how you do it. We tried 3 PI's before you. They all failed. The footage you obtained will
definitely help. Thank You!" - Peter
"You do amazing work and it is very much appreciated." - Victoria
"...this has been settled, thank you. (your surveillance) ... definitely gave us some leverage!" - Victoria
"Thank you! Nice job!!" - Victoria
"Thank you for all your help. We will definitely keep you in mind for any other surveillance assignments." Phyllis
"Awesome job on this. Thanks!!!!! " - Deja
"It’s tough finding a good surveillance companies. Your saving me a lot of time “trying” others out and not
getting any results." - Mary
"Thanks for attending today, as your presence enabled us to settle the claim for less than originally thought"
- Brian
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The Results Company
Passion
In elementary school, our lead investigator knew he wanted to be a
private investigator. Joshua Gray followed his dream to operate a
surveillance and investigation company driven by quality. Every
investigation is a priority and every investigator is paid above
industry standards to ensure the best results.

Proven Track Record of Success
Most companies turn in reports with no results, no activity and
limited information, but we strive to get you solid information with
every case. Others submit large invoices, whether video results are
obtained or not. We endeavor to give you useful information that
helps you make the right decision with every investigation.

History
Joshua worked for a nationwide company for several years, and
consistently made the top investigator list. He became frustrated with
the strong focus on ‘billable hours’ rather than quality results. In
2002, NSI Surveillance and Investigation was formed to disrupt the
industry, to concentrate on results and meet the growing demand for
quality private investigations.

Mission Statement
NSI Surveillance and Investigation will conduct each investigation with the utmost integrity, thoroughness and
determination, to supply clients with the results they request, and to maintain the highest level of quality in the
industry.

Summer Snowmobiling
By Joshua Gray, PI
This picture was taken during surveillance several years ago.
The investigator followed a workers’ compensation claimant, to
a lake, several hours from his house. The claimant was pulling
a snowmobile on a trailer. After arriving at a lake, the
investigator realized the man was going to participate in a
peculiar racing event. This race involves a snowmobile racer
starting the race on a sandy beach, accelerating enough to
skim the snowmobile over water and then race in circles on a
marked course in the water. It was a two day event and so the
investigator camped in his surveillance vehicle. By the end of the event, the claimant had won first place and the
client had all the proof needed to prove insurance fraud. While most cases result in good evidence, this case
remains one of the most memorable.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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Assignment Reviews Continued
"I am VERY happy about these results. Once I have the DVD I can send to my defense counsel and have them
look at it." "I've been spreading the work about your work here in the ... office. My manager was very pleased with the results
you got on my last two referrals. I think you might start seeing more referral from our office. " - Donald
"The decision came in yesterday which CUT OFF HIS BENEFITS!!!!!!!!!!!! Yeah Josh!!! Excellent
work!!!!!!!!!!" - Cynthia
"Wow Josh, very thorough thank you. I can't wait to get the video as the clt is not returning to work" - Matthew
"Thanks for the great work!!! I look forward to the photos and video. " - Karen
"Our attorney told me that things went well with the testimony - it seems that this was damaging to the claimants
credibility which is what I hoped for, since he gave testimony and denied climbing that ladder at the prior hearing
- too bad he lied. I sent all the video to our IME consultant and he reduced the disability from total to a moderate
50% disability level from viewing those videos. The case is continued for the claimants rebuttal testimony, however
I think that the video and your testimony speaks louder that the claimant will be able to rebut. We shall not see the
outcome of this until likely December or possibly January. The customer did convey to me that they felt this was
excellent surveillance work and I agree - thanks for all your work efforts on this case. If it makes the customer
happy, thats a good thing! " - Deborah
"I'm very pleased with the way things turned out. Although I don't think he deserves a penny, we used the results
of your surveillance, as well as a few other things, to negotiate a good settlement. Thanks again for all your hard
work you've put into this case. " - Sarah
"Thank you..., I appreciate your diligence with this assignment... " - Matt
"You don't know how happy I am to learn that he was moving a refrigerator. I'm sooooooooo totally excited that if
you were here I'd give you a big hug!... If it IS him, total slam dunk for me! He's saying he has RSD and cannot
use his left arm at all and has "severe" pain to very light palpation of his shoulder." - Sarah
"Thanks again as this is solid and great footage which we can use to either establish a case of fraud and or deflate
any possible permanency settlement." - Russell
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Following someone to the
‘top of New England’

Three ways to the top
1- Hiking
2- Auto Road
3- Cog Railway
Lucky for me, they took the auto road!

Contact Me Today!
NSI Surveillance & Investigation
Office: (800) 721-7055 Cell: (423) 269-3402
JoshuaGrayPI.com
Send Email: JoshGray007@me.com
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More Assignment Reviews
"Excellent work, lets see if it helps...its PA after all! " - Kelly
"Josh, you are so great. I really appreciate all the time and extra work you have put into this case. It's a breath of
fresh air actually working with an investigator that really seems to care about what they do and strive for positive
results. I've dealt with different investigators in the past, but they do not come close to the great service you have
been providing me on this case and the others you have worked for me. I certainly will not hesitate (and have not
hesitated) to recommend you to other adjusters and attorneys." - Sarah
"you are on the top of my (vendors) list as as you get the results I am looking for." - Anne
"Another great job!!!! FYI, this file has been transferred to our SIU department. Thank you for your assistance."
- Ann
"...Good work on all the files that you have done for me, I really appreciate it. " - Casey
"FANTASTIC, FANTASTIC - yes stay on him for the rest of the day. Great job. I have another one I am going to
assign next week... You made my day - you made my weekend!!!!! You have a great weekend also.........." - Ann
"You're awesome :) Also, I wanted to thank you for sending me the 3 discs on ***** ******** - I watched it last
night and it's pretty good from what I can see at least enough to send to the MD's for their thoughts. You must be
a pretty good driver to be able to drive and video tape at the same time - I can't even drive and drink coffee at the
same time ;P" - Lacey
"Hey Josh, Good work on the case." - Casey
"This is great! I appreciate the update and the effort." - Rob
"Awesome!! I referred the file to our Special investigations unit. They may be contacting you. Great Job!! " Sandy
"Thank you for the great work I sent the stills that you sent to me to his doctors and he was discharged from
treatment and care and returned to work full duty due to this. " - Chris

Email me today:

JoshGray007@me.com
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Some Recent Cases:

Contact Me Today!
NSI Surveillance & Investigation
Office: (800) 721-7055 Cell: (423) 269-3402
JoshuaGrayPI.com
Send Email: JoshGray007@me.com
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I’m licensed in Tennessee
Tennessee is very business friendly and allows Private Investigators to work in
neighboring States through reciprocity agreements. While these agreements do have
some limitations, we are able to accept work in the following State’s through the
Tennessee reciprocity rules:

-

Alabama
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
North Carolina
Virginia

TN PI Licence # 11014835

To learn more about the Tennessee reciprocity rules, please visit the following website:
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/commerce/documents/regboards/pi/forms/pi_reciprocal_memo_03182016.pdf

Contact Me Today!
NSI Surveillance & Investigation
Office: (800) 721-7055 Cell: (423) 269-3402
JoshuaGrayPI.com
Send Email: JoshGray007@me.com
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